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An Open Interconnect Model, Powered By AMS-IX

To interconnect with Cloud providers,

ports and AMS-IX provisions isolated,
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EvoSwitch recommends using AMS-IX Open
Interconnect. You connect on 1 or 10 Gigabit

One additional advantage of AMS-IX
Open Interconnect is that you can inter-

Public Cloud

Public Clouds offer economies of scale,
flexible provisioning and therefore
generally a lower TCO. Compliancy
requirements or data sovereignty issues
associated with Public Cloud, which may
differ strongly per organization or even
per workload, can pose restrictions on
their use. Typically, Public Cloud services
are run on a shared infrastructure,
among unrelated enterprises and
consumers.

Private Cloud

Any kind of IT deployment for an
organization that is managed by the
organization’s staff and accessible only
to them, on dedicated infrastructure. It
is usually colocated off-site, for reasons
of redundancy, security and TCO, but
can be onsite also. Private clouds offer
INSIDE DATA CENTER

A Cloud-Neutral Environment

Location matters. When you look for a data center to build your cloud, you need to
consider connectivity as part of your selection process. At EvoSwitch, you can benefit from
low-latency routes directly to the major Public Cloud providers you need access to (in some
cases even within the data center itself). This enables you to leverage Public Cloud for less
latency-sensitive data or applications, while keeping other data in a Private Cloud,
for compliancy or latency purposes.
Our broad ecosystem of partners, comprising every aspect of Cloud architecture and
services can assist you where needed.

a level of control that is commonly not
available in Public Clouds.

Hybrid Cloud

We speak of Hybrid Cloud when an
organization manages multiple Cloud
services, like Private Cloud, Public
Cloud or multiple Private or Public
Clouds. Hybrid Cloud offers the best of
both worlds, letting the organization in
control over what aspects are held on
own, private infrastructure, and enjoying

Browse, Connect, Build

OpenCloud comes with a powerful marketplace, where our partners offer all their services
on offer inside our data centers. Cloud services, orchestration, integration, Public Cloud
interconnect services and much more. Our customers can search for services and partners
and contact them directly to start discussing their requirements. Our partners will find new
revenue opportunities, whereas our Customers can fully leverage the power
of choice which comes from colocating

the benefits of Public Clouds for other
services.

Managed Services

Many of our Service Provider partners
offer Managed Services, in which they
play a role in the management of

at a Cloud-Neutral data center.
For more information about our market-place and to get your user account activated,
please visit https://opencloud.evoswitch.com.

(Private and Public) enterprise Clouds,
system integration.
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